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Amazon has always pride ourselves on helping Sellers capitalize on global business opportunities to 

reach out to more quality buyers. With this agenda in mind, Amazon has been continuously innovating 

and optimizing our global logistics system. For example, Amazon Global Logistics (AGL) is aimed to help 

Sellers ship their products, whereas Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is to help Sellers deliver their products 

into the hands of customers.

Next we will learn about how to use FBA to expand your international business, attract more buyers and 

make Global Selling an easier endeavor!
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Earlier we have introduced in details about concepts relating to FBA and preparatory work before the 

products enter the warehouse. In this Chapter you will learn about a series of managerial work pertaining 

to warehousing, including inventory management, order distribution and after-sales services. These will 

help you to improve inventory efficiency, optimize customer service and win over customers with your 

reputation.

3. Amazon FBA 

Inventory Management
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There are five chapters in this course If you wish to learn about other chapters, please look for them under Related 

Topics.
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3.1 Frequently-Encountered Problems for FBA Warehousing

• Upon shipment your products will eventually arrive at Amazon Fulfillment Centers. Before the 

products’ listing, Amazon will obtain information on the shipment and products using scanners. We will 

then store the products in warehouses in a manner that makes it easy to store and retrieve them.

• If for reasons attributable to the Seller or third-party carrier our Fulfillment Center is unable to receive 

the products, we will activate Unplanned Services to process your inventory, the cost of which shall be 

borne by you.

• The following are some of the more common problems for Sellers’ reference:

3

What happens if the shipment fails to reach FBA?

What happens if inbound inventory is rejected by

FBA?

What happens if the quantity of inbound inventory

is different from that of shipment?

⚫ When the items arrive at fulfillment center, their status will change to

[registered]. If the status of the items remains unchanged after the date in

[reconcile your shipment], you can apply to investigate their status. First of all,

you need to eliminate the issues concerning the items. If after checking against

the problems mentioned in the page on receiving goods you are still unable to

find the items, please use shipment reconciliation tool in Seller Central to request

for investigation of the shortfall.

⚫ Based on years of experience for Amazon on acceptance of inventory, the reason

for rejection of inbound inventory in the majority of cases is Seller’s failure to

strictly comply with FBA prepping requirements before shipment. Please check

your items and ensure they are prepared strictly according to Amazon’s

requirements. Are your items compliant? For other possibilities please refer to

Inbound Performance Summary.

⚫ If the Seller SKU that you shipped exceeds the quantity in the inventory plan, any

of the following situations may happen, even for the excess inventory:

① All the items in the shipment are shown as [accepted], with the excess being

on record as excess inventory. The items with registered quantity are labeled

[accepted], whereas the excess inventory is classified as “opened” with its

status being [being accepted] or [processing]. In such a case, you need to copy

and save the information that was previously entered for subsequent

processing.

② You can check and compare the quantity of items shipped against that for

items accepted at the back office. If there are a lot of items accepted,

processing may be delayed.

https://sellercentral.amazon.co.uk/gp/help/external/201000230?language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201000230_cont_201074400
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• During the selling process by Amazon Sellers, inventory management would play an extremely important 
role in controlling cost and increasing profit. It holds the key to the Seller's maintenance of normal sales, 
and is a critical element that affects the Seller's recovery of capital. Through this Chapter you will have a 
better understanding of Amazon’s inventory management. This will in turn help you save cost and improve 
your inventory performance level.
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3.2.1 Importance of inventory management

For the majority of Amazon Sellers, there is nothing more important than rational inventory management in 

relation to FBA operation. For this does not only impact their operating cost, but more importantly any 

shortage in supply or overstocking due to lack of sales will significantly impact sales, as well as bring certain 

risk. Therefore, one cannot stress enough the importance of inventory management.

Avoid shortage of products

If due to poor inventory management the Seller runs out of stock to sell, the 

ranking of the Seller's most popular products may drop significantly. This will not 

only affect sales, as considerable time, energy and money will have to be spent 

ultimately just to reclaim the product’s ranking. By having real-time understanding 

of the volume of orders versus your inventory, you can minimize any loss of income 

due to lack of supply.

Avoid overstocking due to lack of sale

Poor selection of products and inventory management by a Seller can result in 

overstocking of products. This will not only affect the health of its Amazon 

inventory, but will cause inability to normally stock up for the next sales season, 

leading to losses in more ways than one.

Avoid expired or out-of-season products

Improper inventory management may lead to certain products being stocked for 

too long or not being sold at the most opportune moment, resulting in such 

products becoming out-of-date or out-of-season and hence losses.

3.2.2 Suggestions on inventory placement

On the question of conducting inventory management you can adopt Amazon’s suggestions by having rational 

inventory allocation, shortening the distance for distribution, giving buyers better, quicker shipment experience 

and raising their satisfaction. Alternatively, you can join “In-Stock Head Start” pilot program (you would need to 

log on to view), and reduce loss of sales volume from lack of inventory. In this Chapter you will learn about the 

inventory management services and plans provided by Amazon. You will also understand how to achieve high-

efficiency profit conversion through such services and plans.

3.2 Inventory Management

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/TBBP39NRMSMZK98
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/TBBP39NRMSMZK98?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Inventory placement service

• What is inventory placement service?

By default, when you create a shipping plan, your shipment may be divided into multiple 

shipments, each directed to a different receiving center or fulfillment center. By shortening 

the distance between the products and buyers at various places, customers who buy your 

product may receive it faster than they would if your inventory was located farther away and 

thus have better shopping experience.

But if you sign up for the Inventory Placement Service you will need only to send all of your 

eligible inventory to a single receiving center or fulfillment center (*this service may not be 

available for some product categories, please see Inventory placement exceptions for more 

details). When the shipment arrives, it is split up and sent to different fulfillment centers for 

you. When your goods have been successfully received by the receiving center or fulfillment 

center, they will be ready for sale.

Note:

When you use the Inventory Placement Service, the destination receive 

center or fulfillment center is determined by Amazon. You cannot 

choose the receive center or fulfillment center to which you send your 

shipment is determined by Amazon. You cannot choose the receive 

center or fulfillment center to which you send your shipment. The 

destination chosen by Amazon may vary from shipment to shipment.

• Advantages of inventory placement service

With inventory placement service, you can:

Save on dividing up 

shipment

Save time cost with 

different shipments

Save time and energy

Buyers at different 

places can receive your

products sooner, 

thereby fostering 

recovery of funds

Optimize shipping 

efficiency

Shorten the time for 

product listing

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200735910&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_200735910_cont_201074400&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Note:

If the products that you need to ship are Case-Packed Product
1
, you 

would need to know the manufacturer’s placement rules or more 

details about inventory placement before shipping them. Click here to 

view more details.

• Inventory Placement Service fees

• This service is based on per-item fee.
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Standard size (per item)

≤ 453.6 gm

(1 lb)
$0.30

453.6 gm ~ 907.2 gm

(1-2 lb)
$0.40

＞ 907.2 gm

(2 lb)
$0.40 + (above the first 2 lb) $0.10/lb

Standard size (per item)

≤ 2.3 kg

(5 lb)
$1.30

＞ 2.3 kg

(5 lb)
$1.30 + (above the first 5 lb) $0.20/lb

• How to use inventory placement service

For details on operation, please see: Send/replenish inventory to Amazon.

1. Case-Packed Products: They are products that are packed together but can be individually sold, and they need to be unpacked and sold 

separately. Alternatively, they can be prepared as sets in accordance with the requirements of manufacturers and sold in multi-piece sets.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201021820&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201021820_bred_201281490&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Increase in exposure:

Products being shipped to Amazon fulfillment centers will be displayed in the 

search results, giving buyers more options. This will help improve the 

browsing volume for product detail page. 

Improve inventory efficiency:

As your products are being shipped to Amazon fulfillment centers you can 

also accept orders from buyers. In this way you can shorten the time between 

transportation and sales. Furthermore this will not have any impact on your 

expenses and inventory performance index (IPI) score.
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Maintain or increase sales volume:

You will not need to interrupt your sales, as buyers can purchase products 

which are temporarily out-of-stock. In this way sales volume can be improved.

Note:

If Amazon is uncertain about whether the products can promptly arrive 

and whether upon arrival they contain products of anticipated volume, 

buyers will not be able to find and purchase those products for which 

there is a shortfall before they are received at the fulfillment centers. 

This is to protect buyer's shopping experience.

Click to view (log in required) more details about “In-Stock Head Start” pilot program.

• “In-Stock Head Start” pilot program

Sometimes there can be shortage of supply for popular products, even with reasonable inventory 

management. This will affect their exposure and sales volume. For “In-Stock Head Start” pilot 

program, you would need to log onto Seller Central, use Amazon Carrier Platform, Partnered Carrier 

Program (PCP) or Amazon Global Logistics to send inventory to Amazon fulfillment centers. Even if 

your products are still in transit, so long as Amazon feels that they will promptly arrive, we will be 

able to let your buyer find and purchase your products.

Potential advantages:

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/TBBP39NRMSMZK98
https://carriercentral.amazon.com/
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/201119120?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201119120_cont_TBBP39NRMSMZK98
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/201119120?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201119120_cont_TBBP39NRMSMZK98&ref_=xx_swlang_head_%5e&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://gs.amazon.cn/agl.htm
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• 3.2. 3 Inventory health

• To the Seller, inventory health is critically important. We have provided in “Inventory dashboard” in 
Seller Central, several parameters for your reference as well as to help you in respect of continuous 
monitoring and management of your inventory. With viewing of “Inventory Performance” page as well 
as analysis of inventory performance index, you can find opportunities to increase sales, lower cost, 
track key performance indicators and even compare your performance with other Sellers. Below are 
some key inventory parameters:

• Inventory Performance Index (IPI)

• Inventory Performance Index (IPI) is a means of measuring a Seller’s overall FBA performance 
within specified duration. At the same time, IPI is a determining factor for measuring Amazon 
storage volume limits for the Seller.

• IPI score

• Holding stock for best-selling products and efficient management of existing inventory 
can drive sales effectively. IPI scores are calculated based on your ability to manage your 
inventory and drive sales.

• IPI>=550 means outstanding business capability

• 550>IPI>=350 means your inventory performance is within normal range, with 
some room for improvement.

• IPI<350 means that you should immediately adopt measures to improve your 
score.
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*In the U.S, the lowest IPI score is 400

Note:

IPI applies only to professional selling account with FBA inventory and

recent account activities
1
. If you are a new FBA user, an individual sales

account2 or there is no activity during the past 13 weeks, you may not

have IPI score before the system records more data about you.

1. Professional Selling Account: This is an account of Seller who participates in Amazon's Professional Selling Plan. By paying Amazon a fee 

for use of our portal this type of Sellers can enjoy upgraded services or functions such as waiver of sales commission or payment of fees 

on a per-item basis.

2. Individual Selling account: This is the account of a Seller who joins Individual Seller Plan on a free-of-charge basis. The Seller can enjoy 

only the most basic services and functions, and has to pay additional fees like sales commission.

Immediate action is 

recommended
Normal range with room for 

improvement

Outstanding performance 

means outstanding 

business capability
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• Factors that can influence IPI score
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Factors Influence

Excess inventory percentage
In view of charges on warehousing and storage, an excessive inventory will 

result in reduced return, thus impacting inventory performance.

Stranded Inventory

Percentage

For inventory which cannot be made available for purchase by buyers due to 

existing problem in product information, this may lead to reduced sales as 

well as production of warehousing costs, thus pulling down inventory 

performance.

FBA sell-through rate

Tracking the ratio of products sold against average inventory held will help in 

having real-time, accurate understanding of your Inventory Health and 

therefore prompt discovery of problems in inventory performance.

FBA in-stock rate
Maintenance of stock for best-selling products can maximize sales volume, 

and along with it inventory performance.

Click to view (log in required) details on calculation of IPI

• Inventory storage limits

Amazon may impose storage volume limits in our effort to manage warehousing space in fulfillment

centers better, and receive products and deliver them to buyers faster. The storage volume limits for

professional selling account are mainly determined by their quarterly IPI scores.

• Standards for storage volume limits

• Individual Selling Account: A fixed warehousing space of 0.283 cubic meters (i.e. 10

cubic feet) only.

Since IPI score is so important, how can I improve it?

You can improve your IPI score in the following manner:

①Reduce [excess inventory] to improve return.

②Improve [sales rate] to balance the number of weeks for

sellable inventory

③Restore items with [no sales information] to ensure sellable

inventory

④Ensure best-selling products are [in stock] to improve sales

volume.

*IPI dashboard will display the performance standard for each

category.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/202174810?ref_=xx_swlang_head_%5e&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Professional Selling Account: Flexible storage volume limit based on the following 

standard:

① Sellers with IPI score of 350 or higher, will not have any restriction on 

warehousing capacity for standard sizes or oversize items, apparels, shoes 

and boots.

② Sellers with IPI score that is consistently lower than 350 will be subject to 

storage volume limit during the next quarter;

③ New Sellers with a sales history of less than 26 weeks or Sellers for whom 

there are insufficient data for two score check weeks to generate IPI score, will 

not be subject to storage volume limits.
*In the U.S, the lowest IPI score is 400
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1. Score check week: Amazon evaluates your storage volume limits on a quarterly basis. The evaluation basis is your IPI score during the 

“score check week”. The duration is generally between the sixth week and th last week of a quarter.

Note:

Professional Sellers who are under restriction for warehousing for 

standard size and oversize items, apparels, shoes and boots will still be 

assigned with warehousing space of not less than 0.708 cubic meters 

(25 cubic feet).

• Setting of quarterly storage volume limits

Professional Selling Account will have their warehousing capacity evaluated once every 

quarter.

• When setting storage volume limits for the next quarter, Amazon will consider your 

sales volume in recent period and last year’s sales volume over the same period. 

Generally, the factors to be considered for calculation of quarterly storage volume 

limits consist of the following:

① Your sales volume (including seasonal cycle for sales)

② Your historical IP score

③ The capacity of available Fulfillment Centers

• For Sellers with an IPI score that is lower than 350 on the sixth week before the end of 

a quarter, Amazon will send the projected storage space limits for the following 

quarter. If their IPI score during the last week of the quarter (i.e., last 7 days) is still 

lower than 350, Amazon will impose storage volume limits during the next quarter.

• For Sellers with high IPI scores, Amazon will adjust their storage volume limits based 

on sales volume and available warehousing capacity.
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• Type of storage

• Storage space limits apply to 6 types of item: Standard size items, oversize items, 

apparels, shoes and boots, inflammable items and aerosol;

• If you do not see storage type in the storage surveillance monitor
1 

, it could be 

because you have not set any limit on this storage type. In addition, adjustment in 

storage limits for dangerous items (inflammable items and aerosol) will be separated 

from that for other storage types;

• Amazon will confirm the storage type according to the products’ characteristics; 

Sellers cannot adjust storage type in their own discretion.

• Quarterly storage volume limits schedule
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First inspection of score

(The sixth week before the end of the 

quarter)

First inspection of score

(The last week before the end of 

the quarter)

First inspection of score

7th week 13th week April 1 - June 30

20th week 26th week July 1 - September 30

33th week 39th week October 1 - December 31

46th week 52th week April 1 - March 31

Storage volume limits are determined by your IPI score during two score check weeks - the 

sixth week and the last week before the end of the quarter. If during any of the score check 

weeks your IPI score is 350 (400 for U.S.) or higher, you will have unlimited storage space.

• If inventory exceeds FBA storage limits

• According to FBA storage limits policy, insofar as the inventory is lower than storage 

limits, you will not be able to create and ship new items to Amazon for such storage 

type;

• If the inventory that you ship to storage exceeds the quantity allowed by storage 

limits, the fulfillment center may refuse to accept excess inventory;

• If on any day in a given month your existing inventory exceeds the limit for any 

storage type, you will be required to pay inventory storage overage fees.

1. Storage Surveillance Monitor: A window that allows you to easily check storage inventory status. You can find it in “Seller Central > 

Inventory > Inventory Planning > Dashboard > Inventory Performance (at bottom of page) > Show Storage Surveillance Monitor”.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=V8JEETWV9Q33CMX&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_V8JEETWV9Q33CMX_cont_201074400&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Tracking ASIN limit

• Amazon may also set storage limits for designated ASIN. If limits on designated ASIN 

apply to your Seller's account, you can download “Inventory Health” report and find 

detailed information under “ASIN Limit”. This information is not provided in online 

“Inventory Health” report. For details please log on and view FBA ASIN Quantity Limit.

• Week of cover

Week of cover is a storage performance indicator, and is based on the Seller's historical sales volume

and sellable inventory in Amazon to give projected sellable weeks, There will be a risk of shortage in 

supply in a short WOC, and risk of overstock if the WOC is too long.

• Factors:

Sellable inventory in Amazon Historical sales volume

• FBA Inventory Age

Inventory age refers to the number of days your products are stored in Amazon fulfillment centers. It 

provides you the information that you need to help you manage inventory level. However, inventory 

age does not help Sellers judge buyers’ demand for their products. Many factors can affect buyers’ 

actual demand for products, including fluctuations in the products’ price, changes in buyers’ demand 

and changes in competitive pricing for the products.

• FBA uses a first in, first out principle to handle inventory in our distribution network. This 

means that, regardless of whether an actual product has been shipped or removed, each 

operation will be chronological in order, and inventory that enters storage earliest will be 

applied first.

• Amazon’s management back office will display details of Sellers’ FBA products based on the 

length of inventory age. In this regard, Sellers’ products will be classified into the following 

inventory age groups:

• 0– 90 days

• 91– 180 days

• 181– 270 days

• 271– 365 days

• More than 365 days

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/G200734520?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_G200734520_cont_GXLRKWL8L5BMSHWB
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• 3.2.4 Warehouse clearance

• This section mainly deals with storage clearance tools and accumulated inventory promotion campaign to help Sellers
solve potential overstock of products, thereby reducing unnecessary storage fees and attendant losses.

• Clear inventory

• If you try to reduce excess inventory currently in storage, you can do so by submitting removal orders to remove it
from Amazon fulfillment centers. Amazon will carry out the removal orders submitted by you.

• This service is chargeable on a per-item basis, for details please see Removal Order Fees.

• Mode of inventory removal (optional)
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Inventory removal from Amazon fulfillment center
To remove inventory from Amazon fulfillment center, you will need to submit

removal order.

You can create removal orders at the “Manage Inventory” page or in the

“Recommended Removals” report. For more details please see Help Page.

Automatic clearance of inventory
Change the inventory status to “unsellable”. Amazon can automatically 

dispose of unsellable inventory if Seller does not create removal order for said 

inventory within 30 days of Amazon's notice. A Seller can at any time remove 

unsellable inventory by submitting removal order.

If you have activated long-term storage automatic removal, the system will 

create removal order within one to two weeks of stocktaking date. You can set 

relevant options for automatic removal according to your needs.

Batch clearance of inventory
Submit batch removal order using Tab-delimited table for uploading of

products. You can log onto Seller Central and download from upload removal

order text page a template for creation of batch removal order.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/G9W7FVTLY343ZBKN?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201436560&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201436560_cont_200280650&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=201436560&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201436560_cont_200280650
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201436560&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201436560_cont_200280650&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200678710&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_200678710_cont_201436560&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/200721270?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_200721270_cont_200280650&ref_=xx_swlang_head_%5e&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/basic-fulfillment/upload-removal-create.html?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_xx_cont_200721270&ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Packing and transportation of removed inventory

• Removed inventory will be packed and transported to ensure safety in transportation 
while also minimizing packing and transportation costs. The mode of packing and 
transportation is determined by quantity, dimensions and weight, as well as the current 
location of the inventory that you wish to remove.

• Packing requirements for removal orders
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Product types Packing requirements

Small quantity of products removed 

from the same fulfillment center

Smallest cartons, envelops or polyethylene bags will be used for 

packing. The packing may be similar to that used for Amazon buyers’ 

orders.

Large quantity of products removed 

from the same fulfillment center

Packing carton will be consolidated on pallets and transported by 

carriers.

Removal of small quantity of “ship(ped) 

in own containers” (SIOC)” products

Removal of small quantity of SIOC products: Use own packing for 

transportation with no additional packing

Removal of large quantity of SIOC 

inventory or oversize items which 

cannot be packed in standard cartons

They will be packed in shrink wrap and placed on pallets for 

transportation.

*If your inventory is in different fulfillment centers, your orders when received may contain cargo from different carriers. Amazon will treat 

inventory in original manufacturer's packing as mixed cargo and return them.

• Transportation restriction for removal orders

Amazon will only transport the returned inventory to Sellers, Seller’s supplier or distributor, 

or transport it to Seller’s store. If you wish to transport the products to third parties, please 

ensure that their information is correctly entered. Please also ensure that they are prepared 

to receive the inventory.

In addition, Amazon will follow the limitations set out below:

• Inventory will not be transported/delivered to PO, APO, FPO or DPO mail boxes
1
. For 

transportation to overseas address, please refer to International Return Provider
2

(applies also to joint accounts);

• Inventory will not be transported to another Amazon fulfillment center;

• Inventory cannot be used to fulfill buyers’ orders, or as gifts or promotional products;

• Inventory which are classified under “untransportable dangerous goods” can only be 

disposed of and cannot be removed.

1. PO, APO, FPO or DPO mail boxes: PO (Post Office); APO (Army Post Office); FPO (Fleet Post Office); DPO (Diplomatic Post Office). In the U.S. 

only USPS (United States Postal Service) can send mail to PO Box or APO/FPO/DPO address Including EMS, HKEMS, CN large parcel, HK 

large parcel, HK small parcel, CN small parcel and SW small parcel). UPS, FedEx, DHL and TNT cannot deliver to PO Box or APO/FPO/DPO 

address.

2. International return provider: When an international buyer returns your self-fulfilled order, international return provider can provide you 

with assistance. They can accept returns from buyers, and return the goods to you after sorting them, send to another buyer or provide 

other solutions. For more information please click to view.
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• Removal order cycle

• Removal orders are typically completed within 14 days. During peak holiday and removal
seasons, processing of removal orders may take 30 working days or longer. Before its removal,
inventory can still be purchased. If you do not wish to sell the products, please remove them
from your listing.
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• Possible scenarios of removal orders that cannot be executed

• Inventory planned for removal;

• Inventory under processing or inventory awaiting fulfillment of buyers’ orders;

• Inventory currently being transported to another fulfillment center;

• You may be unable to remove some products when creating removal orders. Amazon

will provide suggestions on operation to Sellers so that inventory can be successfully

removed.

If you wish to find out more about removal orders or have any questions on removal order procedure

or details, you can click here for more details.

• Outlet (Outlet Deal, Amazon Liquidations)

Outlet is a promotion channel for Sellers to present markdowns, liquidated and overstock products..

Products participating in Outlets will be sold at prices based on their average Buy Box prices during

the past 30 days with discount of at least 30% for buyers. The channel is presently available to

Sellers in almost all of Amazon Stores.

• Advantages of Outlet

Save on dividing up 

shipment

Save time cost with 

different shipments

Save time and energy

Buyers at different 

places can receive your

products sooner, 

thereby fostering 

recovery of funds

Optimize shipping 

efficiency

Shorten the time for 

product listing

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200280650&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_200280650_cont_201074410&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Things to note when applying for Outlet
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Things to note when applying for Outlet

Seller's 

qualification to 

apply

Must be professional Seller's account with an overall review score given by buyers that is 

higher than 3.5 and who uses FBA services.

Product 

qualification

Products must be available for sale in compliance with Amazon’s buyer review policy and 

price policy. Must have sales history in Amazon and have at least 3-star ratings and have not 

been registered under “Subscribe & Save” program.

Participation fees
You do not need to pay additional fees for clearance. Amazon will collect standard fulfillment 

charges and sales commission.

How to join
For products which meet the conditions, Sellers can create Outlet Deals on their own through 

“Manage Excess Inventory" > Create Outlet.

Others

Your outlet deal prices must be lower than or equal to your highest discounted prices. If after 

Outlet Deals have begun and the products’ sale prices are found to be higher than highest 

discounted price, Amazon may withdraw the outlet deals without advance notice.

Note:

Before Amazon's completion of review and approval, Seller can on your

own accord withdraw its Outlet Deal. If you wish to withdraw approved

Outlet Deal which has begun, you would need to contact Seller support

team. For more details on operation and frequently asked questions,

please click here.

• Inventory liquidation

Liquidation is a free warehouse clearance option. After you have submitted liquidation order, Amazon

will bundle all corresponding inventory and provide it at a discounted price to liquidators and

discount Sellers who may be interested. We will accept the highest bid price, and deliver the

liquidated inventory to the relevant liquidator.

• Advantages

Sellers can recover part of their inventory cost through liquidation. As in the case of removal

orders, you will not have to pay long-term and monthly storage fees after you have

submitted liquidation order.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=HLYT4TPVCY2MJE3&language=zh_CN&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• Liquidation process

• Amazon will unitize our best effort to generate maximum benefit for your inventory. We 

will also accept the highest bid price for Sellers’ liquidated inventory. However, we cannot 

guarantee you the sale price of liquidated inventory. Furthermore, you will need to note 

the following:
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Liquidated inventory is typically sold at 10% of its original sale price. You 

will receive 90% of the sale price for the liquidated inventory and the 

balance 10% will go to an Amazon subsidiary which sells your liquidated 

inventory on your behalf.

In respect of the difference between the Seller’s projected sale price and 

the actual sale price for the liquidated inventory, Amazon is under no 

obligation to cover any shortfall.

Liquidation income will be shown in your account within 60 days of 

Amazon finding a buyer for the Seller. This payment will be called 

liquidation income in the payment report's transaction summary tab.

To understand more about inventory liquidation process and income, please log onto Seller Central 

and see Inventory Liquidation.

• FBA Donations program

FBA Donations program is a disposal option provided by Amazon. When a Seller requests disposal of 

overstock, returned, or other unwanted FBA inventory in US fulfillment centers, Amazon will donate 

it to selected US charities.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/G201507440
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• Advantages of FBA donation program
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Amazon will arrange transportation for Sellers without the Sellers 

being required to pay any additional fee. Sellers will only need to 

pay regular disposal fees.

Ordinary disposal process becomes meaningful public welfare 

donation, thereby making full use of the inventory’s commercial 

value.

Participation in FBA donations program to give support to people 

in need is a way of showcasing the brand's corporate social 

responsibility and enhancing corporate image.

How does one join FBA donations program?

You will generally be deemed by default to have joined FBA 

donations program. You can see “Settings > FBA > FBA 

Donations Program” to verify your registration status. After 

registration Amazon will evaluate all eligible products to be 

disposed.

You can opt out of the program at any time through “FBA 

Settings”. If you opt out, your disposal inventory will no 

longer be eligible for the program.

Please note that FBA Donations Program applies only to 

inventory stored in the US fulfillment centers.

• US program partner

Amazon is partnering with Good360 to distribute donated FBA inventory across their diverse 

network of US nonprofits, which support people in need.

For more information on the program, please see Help Page after log onto Seller Central.

https://good360.org/about
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/VCFMKLPUTBXE7L5
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• After you have sold your product, FBA will provide you with fast and convenient product fulfillment 
services. We will sort, pack, ship and deliver the products to your buyer. Professional and efficient 
fulfillment is a key factor to increase sales, raise industry competitiveness and optimize buyer's experience.
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3.3 Product Fulfillment

3.3.1 Overview

• Manage fulfillment time

Amazon will show estimated fulfillment time to buyers in product information page and settlement 

page. This is the estimated time from the buyer giving an order to the date of receipt of products 

ordered.

• Why manage fulfillment time?

Setting by Sellers of correct fulfillment time will be helpful in ensuring good shopping experience of 

buyers, thereby increasing sales volume. Comparatively buyers are more willing to buy products for 

which fulfillment is easier and faster. These products are more favored by Amazon buyers.

1. Stock preparation time: The time taken between the buyer placing an order and the Seller sending the products ordered to the carrier.

2. Transportation time (also known as fulfillment time): The time taken between sending of products ordered to the carrier and the products 

being delivered to the buyer.

How to manage fulfillment time?

You can submit MCF orders in three ways: one at a time, in

batches or through API.

①Revise prepping time: You can check the current default

prepping time setting in the regular shipping tab in

[Shipping Settings] and revise the prepping time.

②Revise transit time: Edit your Shipping template in

[Shipping template] and define your own transit time.

③You can also select premium fulfillment option

including same-day delivery, weekend operation and

weekend fulfillment etc.

Prepping time1 Transit time2
Any weekend and 

public holiday

Total Delivery time
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Things to note when using Premium Delivery

Eligibility
You can understand your eligibility through the Premium Delivery eligibility 

dashboard (log on required).

Ongoing eligibility

Once you start delivering with Premium Delivery options, Amazon will determine your 

ongoing eligibility by your delivery performance for orders with Premium Delivery 

(excluding Seller-fulfilled orders with a Prime badge).

Eligibility revocation
Any time after an eligibility revocation, you can submit a Plan of Action

1 
to request the 

restoration of your eligibility to Premium Delivery.

Order Cut-off Times

The order cut-off times for your Premium Delivery options orders must be set to at or 

after 2:00 p.m. local time. If the destination country spans multiple time zones, the 

cut-off time will be based on that for warehouses in the region furthest to the east 

(i.e. earliest local time)

Suspension of Premium 

Delivery

To suspend Premium Delivery, you would need to update “Shipping template” in 

“Shipping settings”. You would also need to clear “One-Day Shipping” and “Two-Day 

Shipping” options.

• Premium delivery

• In the US, premium delivery option includes One-Day or Two-Day Shipping. You can activate this

service in the shipping settings. With premium delivery, you can provide buyers with express

fulfillment services. Tracking information is also provided so that buyers know the exact delivery

date for a better shopping experience.
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• Things to note when using Premium Delivery

For more information on international delivery and applicable time settings for delivery options,

please click here.

1. Plan of Action: If for any reason your Premium Delivery privileges have been removed, you would need to send us a Plan of Action to 

improve your performance, the said Plan to include analysis of the root causes for your performance issues and your plan to resolve the 

issue. For more details about Plan of Action, please click here.

• Free delivery

Free delivery is always popular among buyers. By providing free delivery service you can enhance

buyer's shopping experience and attract new buyers. It can also enable you to meet eligibility

requirements for self-fulfilled Prime program, in addition to obtaining the chance of increasing

product sales.

A Seller can offer free delivery for its products by setting shipping fee to $0.00 under ‘Shipping

Settings”. Free delivery will be canceled by updating shipping fee.

Eligibility for using Premium Delivery:

The Seller must operate a store on Amazon for more than 90 days and meet the requirements for

premium delivery orders for 30 days::

Effective tracking rate of 99% with on-time delivery rate of not less than 97% and buyer

cancellation rate of below 0.5%

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/performance/eligibilities?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=202167920&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_202167920_cont_200342080&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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You can use Amazon platform to carry out

Online management of inventory and orders, 

thus making it easier for you to track the 

fulfillment’s progress

You can provide to buyers, one-day and two-

day shipping services, thus enhancing buyer's 

shopping experience.

With MCF you can expand your business scale.

You can even handle abrupt increase in orders 

during peak season with ease.

With MCF, you can deliver your FBA inventory 

to distributors, thus saving you time and 

energy for management.

• 3.3.2 Multi-Channel Fulfillment

• Multi-Channel Fulfillment (MCF) is a program under FBA for Sellers who conduct sales on multiple

channels. To fulfill such orders a Seller is often required to ship products separately, and probably rely

on multiple delivery channels. You can now store your inventory in Amazon fulfillment centers instead.

When you sell your products on Amazon, your own portal or through other e-commerce portals,

Amazon can carry out sorting, packing and delivery of the products to buyers.

• Advantages
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• MCF fees?

Fees for fulfillment of all orders made on Amazon will be as per FBA general fulfillment fees. (For

details please see 1.3 FBA Fees)

For multi-channel fulfillment of orders made on portals outside Amazon, the fulfillment fees will

apply only to orders in the local country. If your non-Amazon orders require cross-border shipping

you can refer to FBA Export for more details on international fees.

There are also other factors that may affect fulfillment fees:

Things to note when using Premium Delivery

Product size-tier

Standard size items (small standard size, large standard size)

Oversize items (small oversize, medium oversize, large oversize, special oversize)

Separate fees for excess over initial weight

Product quantity Payment-per-piece

Fulfillment type Standard fulfillment, expedited fulfillment, premium delivery

For fulfillment fees ad mode of calculation of product dimensions and weight, please refer to Help

Page.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200149570&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_200149570_cont_53921&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201112650&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201112650_cont_200209150&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• How to use MCF?
• You can submit MCF orders in three ways: one at a time, in bulk or via API.
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Submitting MCF Orders One-At-A-Time

Log onto Seller Central, and choose the products that you wish to be included 

under “Manage Inventory”. The maximum number of products in an MCF order 

is 250.

Submitting MCF Orders In Bulk

Download Fulfillment Request Template to create request order. Complete 

relevant information in the electronic form according to instructions, then 

save and upload the document.

Use the Outbound FBA Goods Application Programming Interface (API) in 

Amazon Store Web Service (MWS) to create MCF order

(For Amazon MWS developers only) Preview potential fulfillment orders and 

check their estimated fulfillment fee and fulfillment date. Obtain details on 

the product level, cargo level and order level of current fulfillment orders 

before returning the products to the fulfillment center with which you use 

MWS for fulfillment.

Please refer to Help Page for more details about MCF operation.

3.3.3 Third-party logistics service provider

If you choose a third-party logistics service provider, you will first of all need carriers who can undertake 

international fulfillment. You can also fulfill your orders using Amazon Partnered Carrier Program (PCP).

Under this Program you can invite logistics carriers with which you are familiar to register an Amazon account. 

They can then be selected on Seller Central as carriers to fulfill your orders. PCP can not only provide you with 

wider fulfillment options but can help you to significantly improve shipment efficiency!

https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/G/01/rainier/help/ff/release_1_9/Flat.File.FulfillmentOrderRequest._TTH_.xls
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=200141580&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_200141580_cont_200332450
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• About PCP:

Amazon Partnered Carrier Program (PCP) is a program through which you carry out local fulfillment 

service in 48 states in the US using appointed logistics partners. The program allows you to freely 

choose logistics carriers with whom you have worked or you are familiar to fulfill you orders.

Note: The Program applies only to Sellers having storage in 48 states in the US. You can fulfill local 

buyers’ orders with products in storage using PCP. If your products are in any region other than 48 

states in the U.S., you will have to contact your carrier to complete fulfillment. Alternatively you can 

ship your products to a local warehouse in the U.S., and then select partner carriers through PCP to 

fulfill orders.

• Common PCP modes:

PCP can generally be classified under Small Parcel Delivery (SPD) carrier and less than truckload 

(LTL) and full truckload (FTL) carriers.

• Small Parcel Delivery (SPD) carrier

Small Parcel Delivery or SPD in short typically involves 

UPS logistics provider to deliver small parcels by way of 

courier. If you choose Amazon’s partnered SPD carrier to 

fulfill small parcel deliveries, you will first of all need to 

pack the products in boxes and label each box 

accordingly.After you have completed preparation of the 

products, contact the SPD carrier for its collection or send 

the parcel to the carrier’s acceptance point. 

• Less than truckload/full truckload (LTL/FTL) carriers

If the total weight of your cargo exceeds 68 kg (i.e., 150 

lb), we suggest that you take advantage of our LTL/FTL 

carrier program to fulfill your orders and save expenses. 

Cargo in LTL deliveries under the program must be on 

pallets. It must be prepared ahead of the shipping date.

Click here to view more details on PCP.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/help.html?itemID=201119120&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_201119120_cont_200141420
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3.4 After-Sales Service

• Amazon will provide after-sales services on behalf of FBA Sellers once the products are sold. They include 
7x24 customer service and returns service. Our after-sales services are aimed at giving buyers great 
shopping experience so that Sellers will have good reviews and hence have a chance to shine in the market.
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3.4.1 Customer service

In order to give buyers on Amazon.com a good shopping environment, we encourage and help our partners to 

raise their service quality so as to achieve a service level that Amazon buyers typically enjoy. For FBA Sellers 

Amazon will provide quality and meticulous after-sales customer support on their behalf, saving them 

manpower as well as raising their service quality and customer satisfaction.

• Customer support for international orders

• Local languages

When you open a store on Amazon, you would need the local language for customer support. 

You can opt to handle this on your own. However if you use machine translation or through a 

third-party supplier, the translation may be less than ideal and may even lead to poor 

shopping experience for the buyer. This may ultimately affect your performance review as a 

Seller.

• How do Sellers overcome the issue of language in relation to customer service?

FBA is able to provide first-class customer service, using the language for the local 

Store to offer professional customer support services on your behalf. Amazon’s 

powerful backing removes any concern you may have so that you can concentrate 

your energy fully on your business.

• Prompt response

Buyers expect you to provide services promptly, especially for any question they may have on 

your products. To maintain excellent Seller performance, you would need to deploy customer 

service staff in three aspects: products, inventory and logistics. They should be such as to be 

able to reply to buyers’ e-mail within 24 hours, and in local language. If the Store’s time zone 

differs from that of your business address, there may be difficulty in giving prompt response 

due to the time-zone difference.

• How to resolve the problem of time-zone difference in customer service?

Professional FBA customer service personnel can provide seven days a week, 24 

hours daily professional customer service support. Your buyers can at any time 

receive prompt and professional response. In this way their shopping experience will 

be better as will be their satisfaction. This means your performance will be better, 

along with your reputation and ultimately, sales.

• Support for returns for international orders

For more details please see 3.4.3 Returns.
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• How to check buyers’ feedback?

• You can log onto Seller Central and view on Voice-of-the-customer dashboard, the Health level of 
Buyer’s Experience  (i.e., buyers’ satisfaction) for your listed products, read customer reviews, confirm 
any issue relating to your products and product information, as well as take remedial actions. You will 
need to understand the following while using Voice-of-the-customer:
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Improve sales conversion

Compared with products for which there are no reviews, the sales conversion rate 

for products with favorable reviews is significantly higher. When buyers decide to 

buy products, they would need other buyers’ endorsement on the current Seller’s 

reliability. As such you should encourage your buyers to leave their reviews. You 

would need to manage the ratio of favorable and unfavorable reviews so as to 

improve your sales conversion rate.

Improve shopping experience

Responding to and managing buyers’ feedback allow you to discover problems 

relating to your products or service process and thus prompt measures, thereby 

optimizing your product or product information and improving buyers’ shopping 

experience.

Optimize reputation

Good customer satisfaction will bring you better word-of-mouth reputation. It also 

means existing buyers are perhaps willing to buy products from you in the future.

3.4.2 Seller assessment: buyer’s feedback on FBA products

Buyer’s feedback on FBA products is an important aspect of after-sales service. The buyer's review and feedback 

will to a large extent determine an Amazon Seller's reputation, which will in turn affect its future sales 

conversion rate. Therefore it is extremely important to manage buyers’ reviews and feedback.

• Why is it necessary to manage buyer feedback?

CX Health

CX Health is an indicator. It is based on the latest orders and buyer reviews, 

and helps you to understand the performance of each piece of products listed.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/Voice-of-the-customer%E4%B9%B0%E5%AE%B6%E4%B9%8B%E5%A3%B0
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=6XR2DNVSQ7Q7NK5&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_6XR2DNVSQ7Q7NK5_cont_GRTPNYUAU5EQ9RGU&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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• How to manage buyer feedback?
• You can use the following paths to manage buyers’ feedback. (See next page)
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Means of confirming CX Health

You can compare the negative customer experience (NCX) rate
1 

for your 

products with that for similar products, to determine buyer satisfaction.

CX Health level

CX Health for listed products is classified under the following: “Excellent”, 

“Good”, “Fair”, “Poor” and “Very poor”. We would recommend that you check 

all “poor” and “very poor” reviews for your listed products so as to understand 

and resolve the problem.

CX Health Performance level

Excellent (green) Your offer is performing significantly better than similar offers.

Good (light green) Your offer is performing as well as or better than similar offers.

Fair (yellow) Your offer is performing comparably to similar offers.

Poor (orange)
Your offer is performing worse than similar offers and may be at risk of closure 

because of negative customer experiences.

Very poor (red)
Your offer is performing significantly worse than similar offers and may already 

have been closed because of a high rate of negative customer experiences.

1. NCX rate is the number of recent orders for which the customer reported a product or listing issue divided by the total number of recent 

orders. Buyer NCX and CX state are both based on the product’s historical performance.

For more information about Voice of the customer, please log onto Seller Central and click here.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html/?itemID=GRTPNYUAU5EQ9RGU&ref_=xx_GRTPNYUAU5EQ9RGU_a_r19_cont_sgsearch
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CX Health Performance level

Collecting buyer 

feedback

Solicit feedback from buyers in all communication with them, and encourage them to 

click “give feedback to Seller” link:http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/account-

access-login/review

Investigating negative 

review
Every negative review has to be investigated to find its root cause and its solution.

Try to optimize 

reviews

Work closely with buyers in most cases to enhance their shopping experience, for 

example by negotiation on refunds, replacement or gift coupons so as to improve the 

ratio of positive reviews.

Closely monitor 

reviews

Monitor negative feedback weekly, and as far as possible maintain rate of positive 

reviews at 95%, and feedback rating scope at 4.5 or better.

Ensure that behavior is 

compliant

To ensure the reviews are helpful to buyers, the Seller’s management behavior must 

comply with Customer product reviews policies.
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• How to check buyer feedback

Negative reviews are an important aspect of feedback management. You can manage and monitor

buyer feedback through Feedback Manager. You can request removal of negative feedback relating

to fulfillment services provided by Amazon.

Upon review Amazon may delete (strike) such negative review, and it will not 

be reflected in the Seller’s performance indicators. Buyer review will be 

retained and the following statement will appear: “This item was fulfilled by 

Amazon, and we take responsibility for this fulfillment experience.”

If Amazon finds in reviews, any contents that concern the state of your 

products in your product information (whether new or second-hand) or any 

services provided or arranged by you (and not Amazon) to the buyer, such 

feedback and negative review will be retained in its entirety.

Amazon’s policies prohibit any behavior that may interfere us in providing

normal services. Strike-through of negative reviews needs time and

manpower. Therefore please do not submit to Amazon excessive erroneous or

speculative strike-through application. This may affect Amazon’s normal

services to other Sellers.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=YRKB5RU3FS5TURN&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_YRKB5RU3FS5TURN_cont_201972140&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=761&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_761_cont_2&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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3.4.3 Returns and replacement by buyers in FBA orders

Returns and replacement is an extremely important aspect of after-sales service, It will also have a significant 

impact on buyer’s shopping experience. We will handle in accordance with Amazon’s policy for returns by 

buyers, product returns procedure on behalf of Sellers for products which meet the returns conditions.

• FBA buyer returns policy

Under FBA, we will provide fulfillment and customer services for your orders, including handling 

returns. We will determine whether the FBA product bought by the buyer meets with the returns 

conditions under Amazon's returns policy. We will provide the following customer services to eligible 

buyers:

Note:

Strike-through of buyer feedback applies only to products sold on 

Amazon and fulfilled using Amazon Fulfillment Network (AFN). Self-

fulfilled orders on Amazon (even if submitted as MCF orders) do not 

qualify for strike-through of buyer feedback. If you still have any 

question on the policy for strike-through of reviews, you can refer to 

Help Page.

If you have any question on maintaining positive feedback and rating, you can refer to this: Best practices to 

maintain positive feedback and rating.

For more frequently asked questions on buyer reviews, please see after logging onto Seller Central, Questions 

and Answers on Product Review.

Refund

We will refund all or part of the payments made to buyers eligible for returns. For 

refund to buyers for their FBA orders, we will deduct all or part of the refunded 

amount from your Seller account. Under certain circumstances buyers may not 

need to return the product to Amazon fulfillment center.

Returns

After a buyer returns the products to fulfillment center, we will evaluate the state 

of each piece of returned products. If the returned products are in a sellable state, 

we will return them to your inventory. If the returned products are not in a sellable 

state (for example if they are defective or damaged), we will make an assessment 

in respect of the party responsible (Amazon or buyer). We will then decide whether 

or not reimbursement should be paid.
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/?nodeId=15015721&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_home_cont_G200364110
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=G20231&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_G20231_cont_171&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=12051&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_12051_cont_2&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/201972160?language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201972160_cont_G201972140&ref_=xx_swlang_head_%5e&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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For more information on the applicable time and scope under returns policy, please click here.

Fees

Refund Administration 

Fee

If you have made refund to the buyer for order which has been paid, Amazon will refund 

you a portion of our sales commission. The amount is the sales commission paid for the 

product less refund management fee ($5 or 20% of applicable sales commission, 

whichever is the lower).

Restocking fee

Under certain circumstances (for example the returned product has been opened), we 

may levy restocking fee on the buyer. In such case we will deposit into your Seller 

account the restocking fee amount. If Amazon is to bear responsibility for the state of 

the returned product and has already paid reimbursement to you, you will not receive 

the restocking fee.

Returns processing 

fees

For products under “apparels”, “clocks and watches”, “jewelry”, “boots and shoes” and 

“handbags” categories, Amazon will collect return handling fee. For more information 

please see Returns Processing Fee.

Reimbursement

Under certain circumstances such as the product is lost or damaged while it is in

the custody of Amazon, you can obtain relevant reimbursement for FBA order

refund.

Replacement

Amazon may also send replacements to buyers who return FBA products. In this

case Amazon will ship new product from your inventory, free of charge to the

buyer. During the replacement process you are not required to pay any money,

and you will also not receive any payment for the replacement order.

• The above services may incur additional fees:

• Returns management

After you have understood our returns policy, you can now learn about returns management.

• Basic Procedure

For Professional Selling Account, Amazon will automatically approve returns 

for products that meet our returns policy.
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In order to ensure that buyers enjoy quality returns experience, you would 

have to offer return policy that is equivalent to or better than Amazon’s 

returns policy if you did not wish to use Amazon’s return services.

We will reply only to returns request which does not conform to Amazon 

policy or that for waiver of prepaid returns. When a buyer requests return, 

Amazon will send an e-mail to you setting out the reasons for returns.

If the buyer's request does not meet our returns policy we will also notify 

you by way of e-mail. For more information on ineligible returns request, 

please click here.

• Management Rules

Management Rules (links can only be accessed after logging on)

Return addresses and 

postage labels
Returnless refunds

Self-fulfilled order

Prepaid returns

Set your return 

preferences

Return preferences
Custom returns 

instructions

Custom return addresses 

and postage labels
Process gift returns

Holiday returns policy
Guidelines for charging 

restocking fees

Potentially hazardous 

returns
How to refund tax

• Customer returns for international sales

When processing an international return for orders, you should know the following:

For international returns to three North American Stores (U.S., Canada and Mexico), Japan, and five 

European Stores (Italy, France, Germany, Spain and UK), you must use one of the following methods 

listed below:

https://www.amazon.com/-/zh/gp/customer-preferences/select-language/ref=topnav_lang_ais?language=en_US&preferencesReturnUrl=/-/zh/gp/customer-preferences/select-language/ref=topnav_lang_ais?preferencesReturnUrl=/gp/help/customer/display.html?nodeId=15015721&language=zh_CN&ref=efph_home_cont_200379860
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200691270&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_200691270_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=202174940&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_202174940_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=202072200&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_202072200_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=202072200&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_202072200_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=200828040&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_200828040_cont_G200708210
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201725630&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201725630_cont_G200708210
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201725670&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201725670_cont_G200708210
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201725650&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201725650_cont_G200708210
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201756900&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201756900_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201725760&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201725760_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201725780&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201725780_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=201834690&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_201834690_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/help.html?itemID=202154020&language=zh_CN&ref=ag_202154020_cont_G200708210&ref_=xx_swlang_head_help&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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Note:

Effective November 15, 2019, if you are fulfilling customer orders in

the US from outside the US, you must provide Amazon with a valid US

return address for under $10.

Return method options:

Returnless Refund Offer a full refund without requesting that the item be returned.

Provide a domestic return 

option

Provide a local return address in the buyer's country. For example, if you sell on 

Amazon.co.uk, you will provide a return address in the United Kingdom. If you do not 

have a local return address, an international returns provider on the Solution 

Provider Network may be able to help.

Provide prepaid 

international return 

shipping
1

Provide your own prepaid return mailing label for a return request. For example, if 

you are selling on Amazon.de and shipping from China, you will provide the customer 

with a return label from Germany to your location in China.  We recommend that 

prepaid return shipping labels include tracking.

For things to note regarding international returns and operating guide, please click here.

1. Prepaid return shipping label: After you have accepted return request, you can choose to “provide prepaid return shipping label” for such

request, as well as upload prepaid return shipping label, or send it to the buyer by way of e-mail. This will enable the buyer to return the

product using the label. Click here for more information about prepaid shipping label provider and operating process.

• Post-return services

If you choose to accept the buyers’ returns request, you would 

need to note other special situations that can easily occur during 

the returns process, such as damaged or worn out product 

packaging, or lost or damaged product during the transportation 

process.

FBA provides repacking and refurbishment services for sellable 

products that are with damaged or worn out packing. For eligible 

products the system will automatically repack. This service can 

effectively reduce wastage of your products, control the disposal 

rate and operating cost for your products, while also sustaining 

your interest and resources.
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• Repackaging-eligible categories

As categories are added to repackaging services, your units will automatically be included. 

These include:

• Refurbishment service

Additional packaging services are available through optional refurbishment. FBA provides 

corresponding refurbishment services for different products. For example, FBA can re-tape, 

re-glue, and re-staple boxes; remove excessive tape, non-product labels, and stickers. Shoes 

and apparel refurbishment can include steaming and removing stains and odors.

You can log onto Seller Central at any time and change your Refurbishment Settings.

• Return Reviews

The buyer may provide feedback on the return experience. For the purpose of improving 

performance, the buyer's feedback on returns is an important aspect that requires the Seller's 

attention. Any action of yours during the return process can affect Return Dissatisfaction Rate 

(RDR). The following three indicators will affect the return experience:

• Repackaging service

• FBA repackages your eligible customer returns so that they can be sold as new. This service 
applies to retail products and FBA returns, and cannot be disabled in your settings.

• Each returned unit is evaluated to determine whether it can be repackaged.

• Repackaging can include replacing the poly bag or bubble wrapping, or re-boxing the 
item. It can also include repackaging of branded and unbranded boxes, and poly bags.
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Eligible categories

Home improvement Kitchen items Pet Supplies Sports

Home furnishing Office Automotive Camera

Mobile phone Lawn and garden
Business, Industrial, and 

Scientific Supplies
Musical instruments

Shoes and boots Apparel Fashion -

Indicators that affect return reviews

Negative Return 

Feedback Rate

Negative Return Feedback Rate is the percentage of valid return requests that have 

negative buyer feedback. For every return request, we ask buyers if their return was 

resolved. If they indicate that the return was not resolved, the return request is 

considered to have negative feedback.

Contact Response Time 

Metric

Late Response Rate is the percentage of valid returns requests for which you don't 

authorize the return, provide a refund, or close the request within 48 hours of 

receiving it.

Invalid Rejection Rate

Invalid Rejection Rate is the percentage of in-policy return requests that are 

incorrectly rejected. If a return is in-policy, the buyer should receive a full refund, 

have their request authorized, or have their issue resolved so that they no longer 

want the return.

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/ssof/configuration/refurbish-settings.html?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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How do I improve my returns review?

The following are some suggestions on improving returns 

review. You can log onto Seller Central and manage 

returns review according to your situation:

⚫ You can use automatic approval for returns.

⚫ You would need to check daily for return request. Any 

request that is not replied may result in negative return 

feedback.

⚫ You will be unlikely to receive negative return feedback 

if you reply to the buyer within 2 days.

⚫ You need to be proactive in solving the buyer's 

problem. If you refuse the buyer's return request before 

resolving problem the buyer may give you negative 

return feedback.

⚫ You would need to closely monitor negative feedback. 

Return request with negative feedback can easily lead 

to buyer making claim for reimbursement.

⚫ You can use Feedback Manager to communicate with 

buyer.

⚫ You can also use “Buyer-Seller Messaging Service ” 

template to communicate with buyer. For more details 

please see Buyer-Seller Messaging Service e-mail 

templates.

Click here for more information on applicable time and scope of Returns Policy.

3.4.4 Lost and damaged inventory reimbursement policy

If an item you send to us as part of the Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) service or after confirmation of return, is 

lost or damaged at a facility or by a carrier operated by Amazon or on behalf of Amazon, we will provide you 

with any of the following after-sales services:

• We will replace that item with a new item of the same FNSKU 

• or we will reimburse you for it.
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How to discover or resolve lost products?
If you are of the view that part of your inventory has been lost, please log onto 

Seller Central and use the following tools and reports:

• On Manage orders page (search SKU; if ASIN corresponds to only one 

product, then search ASIN), use “Advance search” to look for information on 

shipment order and reserved products.

• Inventory adjustments report

• Inventory event details report

• Removal order detail report

• Received inventory report

• Reimbursements report

• Daily inventory report

• You can also check your e-mail account for any FBA reimbursement notice.

If you are unable to find the cause of lost inventory, you can contact Selling 

Partner Support.

How to determine reimbursement?
Amazon will consider the following factors when determining the 

reimbursement amount:

• Your sales history

• The average price of FBA products sold on Amazon

• The sales history of the specific ASIN.

Note:

If the lost inventory for which Amazon has made reimbursement is 

subsequently found, or if the reimbursement is erroneously made, 

Amazon may use other similar items of the same FNSKU to replace, or 

revoke payment to your account.
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• Limitations on reimbursement

• Our policies prohibit any activity that would interfere with our capacity to help other Sellers.

• Such activity includes: reimbursement request without full investigation, hasty request for 
reimbursement, or submission of many reimbursement requests in a short time. Such activity 
may result in Amazon spending additional time and energy to handle your request which will 
affect the progress of reimbursement requests by other Sellers.

• There are also other limitations for products eligible for reimbursement.
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Applicable products

Items damaged while in an Amazon fulfillment center Items misplaced within an Amazon fulfillment center

Items lost or damaged by the carriers and distributors 

that we use to deliver products to the customer

Items lost or damaged while being shipped to an 

Amazon fulfillment center using Amazon Partnered 

Carrier Service (small parcel, less than truckload, and 

full truckload)

What is not covered by this policy?

FBA prohibited products
Products that do not adhere to FBA inventory 

requirements

Small parcel items shipped using Amazon partnered 

carriers that are damaged due to inadequate packaging

Defective products or items lost or damaged by 

customers, distributors or Sellers

Expired items
Defective items that arrive at the fulfillment center 

damaged

Restricted products lost or damaged during removal 

order processing
-

For more information on the terms and conditions for reimbursements for damaged or lost inventory please 

click here (log in required).
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3.5 Terminologies and Definitions

Terminology Definition

Case-Packed Product

Case packs are intended to be split and the contents sold

individually. Multi-packs are sold as bundles or sets. A case pack

may be sold as a multi-pack, but must be prepped according to the

requirements for products sold as a set

Professional Selling 

Account

Professional Selling Account is the account of a Seller who

participates in Amazon Professional Selling plan. Through payment

of fee to Amazon portal, upgraded services or functions such as

waiver of sales commission, and pay-per-item may be extended to

Professional Sellers

Individual Seller account

Individual Seller account is the account of a Seller who participates

in Amazon Individual Selling plan. An Individual Seller will enjoy

only the most basic services and functions, and is required to pay

additional fees like sales commission.

Score check weeks

Amazon evaluates your storage space limit on a quarterly basis. The

evaluation basis is your IPI score during the “score check week”. The

duration is generally between the sixth week and th last week of a

quarter.

PO, APO, FPO or DPO 

mail box

PO (Post Office); APO (Army Post Office), FPO (Fleet Post Office),

DPO (Diplomatic Post Office) In the U.S. only USPS (United States

Postal Service) can send mail to PO Box or APO/FPO/DPO address

Including EMS, HKEMS, CN large parcel, HK large parcel, HK small

parcel, CN large parcel and SW small parcel). UPS, FedEx, DHL and

TNT cannot deliver to PO Box or APO/FPO/DPO address.

International returns 

provider

When an international buyer returns your self-fulfilled order,

international return provider can provide you with assistance. They

can accept returns from buyers, and return the goods to you after

sorting them, send to another buyer or provide other solutions.

Plan of Action

If for any reason your Premium Delivery privileges have been

removed, you would need to send us a Plan of Action to improve

your performance, the said Plan to include analysis of the root

causes for your performance issues and your plan to resolve the

issue.

Negative Customer 

Experience (NCX) 

NCX rate is the number of recent orders for which the customer

reported a product or listing issue divided by the total number of

recent orders.

Prepaid international 

return mailing label

After you have accepted a return request, you can choose to

“provide for the request prepaid return mailing label”, and upload

the prepaid return label, or send it by way of e-mail to the buyer.

This will enable the buyer to return the product using the label.
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Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) services

• What is FBA?

• Preparation before FBA storage

• Amazon FBA Inventory Management

• Using Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) Handbook

• Flexible and diverse FBA solutions

Related Topics
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Learn more about related courses:

• Search “cross-border logistics” for essential knowledge for new Sellers

• How to carry out first-leg transportation for FBA inbound cross-border logistics? Search “AGL”

• You can also carry out self-fulfillment of your products, search “FBM/MFN”

Paths: Amazon Seller Central > Performance > Seller University > Search course name

Quick links: Amazon Seller University North America Stores, Europe Stores, Japan Store

https://sellercentral.amazon.com/learn/ref=xx_su_dnav_xx?ref_=xx_swlang_head_xx&mons_sel_locale=en_US&languageSwitched=1
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If you found the content covered to be helpful for you, please light up the “       ” in the bottom right corner 

of the page to give your feedback, thank you!

Learning Feedback


